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With the gradually sound and unceasingly complete status of the judicial system 
in our country, plus human legal consciousness constantly increased, the cases 
quantity in court is growing rapidly, which takes great pressure to the court, judge and 
each trial department. In order to implement the working policy by “control the court 
strictly, strengthen the court credibly, intensify the court scientifically and technically”, 
People’s court needs to realize social fairness and justice, complete the judgement 
tasks effectively, heighten judicial competence, enhance judicial level, promote 
judge’s handling efficiency, boost judgement quality, as well as avoid external 
disturbance. 
This paper emphasized intermediate links during the case judgement process by 
the court. It discussed the advantages by utilizing information technological means to 
realize information management to the judgement, and it gave a brief introduction to 
Delphi and Oracle database. Taking the information management system of 
judgement in court as model, the paper analyzed recording process and trial process 
detailedly. Meanwhile it rationalized trial process to all kinds of cases and the 
organization structure inside the court, which resulted various modules properly 
divided and reasonable network framework established. By analyzing the system 
structure and detail designing to the database over the system, a comparatively logical 
database was formed. This paper also provided systematic design and implementation 
to the interface and function in each module, besides which, it made a detail analysis 
and discussion to the business logic. Finally the functional implementation in terms of 
log-in module, recording management module, case trial module, trial commission 
management module, inquiry statistic module and user management module were 
made. Through the overall design to network security, safe operation environment in 
system was realized, which greatly improved usability to the system. 
By design and implementation to the system of judgement information 
















significantly boosted, efficiency and justice to the work by People’s court will be 
promoted, and problem with corruptible judiciary will be solved rigidly as well. 
Credibility and authority in People’s court will be better set up and represented, also 
reliable decision will be offered to leader from microscopic and macroscopic 
perspectives. 
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